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“Just as ripples spread out when a single pebble is dropped in water, the actions of individuals can have far reaching effects.” —HIS HOLINESS THE 14TH DALAI LAMA
**Service of Gratitude**

Piano Prelude ................................. Marin Olson and Wayland Hunter
Welcome ......................................... Sowda Ahmed and Luke Klugherz
On Behalf of the Planning Committee ... Kate Geschwind and Gregory Rasmussen
On Behalf of the Medical School ........ Dr. Mark Rosenberg
Vice Dean of Medical Education
and Academic Affairs
Taps .................................................. Dr. Peter Weissmann
VA Physician and Father of Active Duty Service Member
"Until the Last Moment" by Yanni .............. Sara Warden and Spencer Castillo
"River" by Leon Bridges ............................ Emily Carstens
Spoken Words of Gratitude ..................... an original piece by Hayley Sharma
"Turn, Turn, Turn" by The Byrds.............. Rebecca Grove, Whitney Savage,
Lisa Skarbakka
On Behalf of the Dental School ............... Dr. Gary Anderson
Interim Dean

**DONOR TRIBUTE PART I**

"On the Death of the Beloved" by John O’Donohue .............. D. Brendan Johnson
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow"
by Harold Arlen and Yip Harburg .................. Health Science Choir
"Take Me Home, Country Roads" by John Denver ............. Jory Pellegrom
"When Giving is All We Have" by Alberto Rios ................. JoAnna Bourain

**DONOR TRIBUTE PART II**

Spoken Word Tribute ............................. Health Science Students
"One Voice" by The Wailin’ Jennys ............ Marin Olson, Lisa Skarbakka, Leah Williams
"You’ll Be In My Heart" by Phil Collins .......... The Atrial Chamber Orchestra
On Behalf of the Anatomy Bequest Program .......... Angela McArthur
Director, Anatomy Bequest Program

Piano Postlude ..................................... Spencer Castillo

The Atrial Chamber Orchestra—Jenna Johnson, Daniel Ly, Daniel Michelson, Monica Ngo,
Leah Williams
Health Science Choir—Rachel Feliciano, Marin Olson, Noah Gaul, Nathaniel Klair, Spencer
Castillo, Lisa Skarbakka, Leah Williams